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Southwestern Oklahoma
State University
One Hundred and Tenth
Annual Spring Convocation
Saturday, the Tenth o f M ay 
Two Thousand Fourteen 
A t Ten O ’clock
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Includes Fall 2013, Spring 2014, probable 
Summer 2014, and Fall 2014 graduates
C O N V O C A T IO N  EXERCISES
M ilam  Stadium  
Saturday, M ay 10, 2014  
10:00 am
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture................................................................................Johannes Brahms
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
N ational Anthem .................................................................................................Francis Scott Key
Blake Boily, Tenor
Welcome.................................................................................................................. Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President fo r Academic Affairs 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Opening Remarks..........................................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Greetings from  the S G A .............................................................................................. Blaine Boyd
SGA President
Greetings from  the Faculty Senate......................................................................... Dr. Fred Gates
Faculty Senate President
Special M usic
"Let  the Bright Seraphim” from  the oratorio “Samson”............................... George F. Handel
Stacy Stevenson, Soprano
Recognition o f 2014 Distinguished A lu m n i..............................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
Herbert Fix 
W illiam Howell
Presentation o f Candidates...................................................................................Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President fo r Academic Affairs 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Conferring o f Degrees................................................................................... Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Recessional
“Toccata from  Symphony No. 5 ”................................................................Charles-Marie Widor
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
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-Cum Laude-
Breanna Marie Adkison 3.74 Piedmont
Aileen Theresa Aiello 3.65 Custer City
Zandra Kay Allen 3.61 Weatherford
Michael Amberson 3.61 Elk City
Joe Bredy Beard 3.62 Devol
Nathan Kyle Beattie 3.69 Edmond
Kathrine Leona Biggs 3.57 Hitchcock
Kyle Aaron Bilbo 3.62 Woodward
Ashleigh Hope Bonds 3.63 Elk City
Blaine Allen Boyd 3.72 Weatherford
Lauren LeAnn Brennfoerder 3.63 Oklahoma City
Austin Louis Bumpas 3.71 Edmond
Kaelyn Brooke Bundy 3.66 Enid
Jamie Anne Burks 3.56 Pawnee
Jared Alyn Bushman 3.54 Tulsa
Michael Rocco Caniglia 3.59 McAlester
Stephanie Nicole Chidester 3.73 Moore
Kelsey Christian 3.53 Granite
Zella Lee Classen 3.72 Fairview
Errick Ronnell Claud 3.59 Duncan
Trade Dawn Coats 3.52 Altus
Alison Mae Cole 3.58 Long Island, KS
Tyler Dean Colwell 3.63 Mountain View
Savannah Marie Corbin 3.50 Cordell
Mary Cotton 3.54 Lawton
Clayton Travis Cowan 3.67 Watonga
Robert Sinjin Cramer 3.73 Alois
Jenna Rene’ Crispin 3.55 Weatherford
Mitra Daemi 3.68 Weatherford
Christine Hien Dao 3.62 Weatherford
Bethany MacKenzie Dargel 3.71 Claremore
Rachel Ann Denison 3.63 Idabel
Josiali Dittrich 3.65 Hobbs, NM
Victoria Leigh Dobbie 3.52 McKinney, TX
Silas Harold Dodgen 3.74 Weatherford
Teagan Rae McClain Dorsey 3.73 Hinton
Lindsay Elizabeth Dusin 3.72 Phillipsburg, KS
Morgan Mickole Eakes 3.51 Corinth, TX
Kallie Dawn McGarraugh Elder 3.62 Canton
Brittany Michelle Epley 3.57 Duncan
Angela Rose Farmer 3.50 Oklahoma City
Zachary Don Frymire 3.55 Weatherford
Cody William Gilchrist 3.62 Woodward
Cody Lane Glazier 3.59 Loyal
Delene Nicole Gonzalez 3.69 Hollis
Dakota Trevor Haines 3.61 Oklahoma City
Jorja Lee Hammond 3.52 Amarillo, TX
Barbara Naomi Rine Hanna 3.68 Weatherford
Kyle Steven Hargus 3.61 Chickasha
Tanya Dawn Harrelson 3.50 Wichita Falls, TX
Eden Ashley Hart 3.52 Jenks
Erik A. Hart 3.57 Jenks
Jack William Hartman 3.53 Woodward
Jessica K’Leigh Heard 3.70 Clinton
Herbert Herrera 3.63 Hunter
Chelsea Kay Hill 3.50 Yukon
Rachael Christine Hodson 3.55 Owasso
Dalton Wade Houk 3.57 Fay
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Torin Ross Lentz Howard 3.62 Wichita Falls, TX
Kadirianna Brooke Howell 3.53 Oklahoma City
Kaylie Rose Howell 3.53 Carnegie
Neil James Howell 3.62 Oklahoma City
Jordan Wells Hudson 3.66 Buffalo
Rebekah Lynn Coats Hull 3.57 Yukon
Rumer Dakota Jackson 3.54 Elk City
Kara Jacobsen 3.54 Mesa, AZ
April Marie Ross Jewell 3.51 Norman
Andrew R Johnson 3.72 Rowlett, TX
Jonathan D. Johnson 3.61 Clinton
Brendan Matthew Jones 3.60 Clinton
Suja Jose 3.64 Yukon
Shelby Cherie Josefy 3.52 Tulsa
Terri Lynn Schimmel Kardokus 3.68 Lookeba
Terri L. Kelso 3.58 Oklahoma City
Mark Lee Kendall 3.53 Duncan
Amanda Morgan Key 3.63 Oklahoma City
Zachary August Key 3.60 Weatherford
Trevor Shane Kirkhart 3.55 Gate
Kiersten Victoria Klassen 3.64 Colony
Van Thanh Lam 3.73 Oklahoma City
Jeffery Nathan Lamborn 3.60 Weatherford
Allyson Hope Lederer 3.51 Oklahoma City
Christina Renae Leffert 3.52 Nixa, MO
Lisa LeAnn Locke 3.62 Minco
McKinley Jewell Lockhart 3.65 Clinton
Kaycee Dawn Lookingbill 3.74 Altus
Shristi Maharjan 3.57 Weatherford
Alicia Marquis 3.61 Weatherford
Katherine Faye Martin 3.72 Vian
Joshuah Steven Mayo 3.62 Oklahoma City
Laci Lea Ann McCain 3.74 Hinton
Andrew Michael McCoy 3.67 Oklahoma City
Timothy Isaac McDaniel 3.55 El Reno
Tyler Evan McLemore 3.53 Oklahoma City
Staci Ann Mendel 3.52 Okarche
Kaidee Lee Monroe 3.68 Walters
Ashley B. Murray 3.70 Groom, TX
Kaleb Ryan Murray 3.51 Hinton
Shelby Danelle Murrell 3.57 Stillwater
James Thomas Necessary 3.74 Pryor
Carla Heather Olstad 3.60 Madden
James Tyler Overton 3.60 Cordell
Kami Leigh Owens 3.56 Crescent
Shara Ann Pennington 3.60 Oklahoma City
Brandon Joe Pounds 3.51 Weatherford
Josie Lynn Price 3.68 Calgary, AB Canada
Kelli Leanne Quimby 3.59 Hennessey
Laura Ann Randolph 3.59 Sulphur
Shasta Marie Rossetter 3.57 Carnegie
Aubrey Marie Roth 3.70 Tulsa
Keithen Kale Sawatzky 3.58 Weatherford
Casey Nathaniel Schneberger 3.59 Foss
Colton Lee Selvidge 3.54 Piedmont
Nancy Lynn Kuehn Sigl 3.66 Kingfisher
Kelli Dawn Simon 3.74 Purcell
Charlsie Lee Smith 3.66 Sand Springs
Jimmie G. Smith 3.57 El Reno
Justin Alan Smith 3.53 Decatur, TX
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Meaghan Michelle Smith 3.53 Hammon
Jeremy Ronald Soliday 3.53 Dale, TX
Patrick Shane Spears 3.65 Weatherford
Anastacia Speed 3.70 Mustang
Megan Diane St. Hilaire 3.60 Oklahoma City
Meagan Leigh Steen 3.50 Altus
Alison Lenora Stowers 3.66 Ada
Ryan Scott Stringer 3.72 Clinton
Candace E. Sutton 3.53 Hinton
Andrew Mark Tliiessen 3.53 Mustang
John Alan Thompson 3.66 Tulsa
Kerstin Dawn Thompson 3.66 Cordell
Gabriel Torres 3.60 Norman
Alisha Beth Turner 3.59 Vici
Flinton Lee Tyler 3.70 Choctaw
Emily Marie Walter 3.56 Albuquerque, NM
Richard William Weist 3.69 Weatherford
Brett Joseph Whalen 3.64 Minco
Breann Madee Whitaker 3.66 Caddo Mills, TX
LaRonna Jo Haney White 3.63 Elk City
Sara Michele Armendariz Willhight 3.56 Yukon
Adrienne N. Williamson 3.67 Cherokee
Robert Wise Wolfe 3.69 Altus
Shelly Janine Meyer Worley 3.56 Texhoma
-Magna Cum Laude-
Jenna Lee Abbott 3.81 Hydro
Jillian Victoria Brooks-Anderson 3.85 Weatherford
Rebekah Rae Badgett 3.80 Weatherford
Louis Allen Blowers 11 3.83 Enid
Trent A. Boesen 3.80 Weatherford
Amy Lu Bower 3.80 Claremore
Taylor Noel Boyd 3.87 Weatherford
Mitchell Zane Brittain 3.83 Sterling
Jacob Taylor Brown 3.77 Yukon
Kara Diane Connelly 3.82 Kansas City, MO
Mathew Cooper 3.87 Oklahoma City
Kayley Rebecca Craft 3.89 Choctaw
Corey Daniel Creider 3.79 Hydro
Samantha Ann Driskill 3.78 Oklahoma City
Amanda Sue Earl 3.77 Rocky
Coleman Ray Farley 3.79 Calumet
Michelle Lynn Fisher 3.86 Mustang
Carolyn Diane Fitzsimmons 3.86 Weatherford
Marie Elizabeth Gates 3.77 Choctaw
Crystal Dawn Gaylord 3.87 Weatherford
Jessica Blake Goetzinger 3.79 Edmond
Shawna Nicole Hoover Hardin 3.84 Elk City
Hesston Jay Hedges 3.82 Fairmont
Mary Aleena Hull 3.75 Martinsburg, WV
Caidin Marie Prentice Humphrey 3.89 Weatherford
Adam Eugene Iago 3.84 Newcastle
Lyndsey Ann Ingham 3.79 Clinton
Matthew Carl Lanier 3.76 Edmond
Tiffany Bich Thao Le 3.76 Oklahoma City
Matthew James Mauldin 3.81 Beggs
Scott Allen May 3.81 Prague
Melissa Ann McCormick 3.85 Midwest City
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Taylor Rhea McElroy 3.82 Enid
Trent Lee Misak 3.83 Medford
Felicia Nicole Neparko 3.77 Clinton
Lan Ngoc Nguyen 3.86 Broken Arrow
Hannah Sue Rudebusch 3.77 Livingston, TX
Thomas Garland Shehan IV 3.77 Jenks
Chad Alan Smith 3.80 Duncan
Stacy Renae Stevenson 3.85 Norman
J.J. Stout 3.82 Weatherford
Kale J. Thaxton 3.88 Duncan
Lindsey Janell Thrash 3.84 Mooreland
Krystal Rose Walton 3.75 Cordell
Patrick Logan Whitley 3.80 Cassville, MO
Amber Elise Williams 3.76 Tliomas
Jesse Jarrett Wright 3.83 Aledo, TX
-Summa Cum Laude-
Taylor James Anderson 3.97 Weatherford
Stacie Marie Beam 3.96 Spencer
Mackenzie Camille Bergagnini 3.96 Tonkawa
Brice Dillon Betchan 4.00 Guthrie
Layne Elizabeth Boddy 3.96 Martha
Kyler Allen Bollinger 3.96 El Reno
Rachel Hope Bradley 4.00 Beaver
John Austin Bradshaw 4.00 Cherokee
Jamin Patrick Brown 4.00 Woodward
Rebecca Ann Cantrell 3.98 Oklahoma City
Breanna Renne Cary 3.92 Weatherford
Kedrin Hub Coleman 3.97 Woodward
Loza Dejene 3.91 Stillwater
Debra Erin Michele DeWalt 3.98 Calera
Dylan C. Frizzell 3.90 Weatherford
Cord Neal Gothard 4.00 Velma
Craig Daniel Hobson 3.96 Broken Arrow
Avery Elizabeth Leigh Karnes 3.95 Fort Worth, TX
Jessica Robbins Kelsey 4.00 Blair
Dakota Levi Kemp 4.00 Longdale
Caitlin Dee Landers 3.92 Arnett
Kalan Dean Langley 3.96 Hydro
Bonnie LeeAnn Lightfoot 3.94 Weatherford
Zachary Aaron Mang 4.00 Los Alamos, NM
Danielle P. McClellan 4.00 Davis
Emily Rose Miller 3.94 Ingalls, KS
Carissa Ann Nance 4.00 Oklahoma City
Haskell Trace Palmer 4.00 Ardmore
Christine Lynn Price 4.00 Martha
Dara Rachelle Quintero 3.94 Hobart
Jerrad Stephen Richards 3.97 Yale
Madison Marie Gillham Russ 3.97 Weatherford
Taler Janae Sawatzky 3.92 Weatherford
David R. Schoenhals 4.00 Laverne
Brittany Ann Stamper 3.95 Mounds
Lacey Ann Stonebraker 4.00 Tutde
Kimberly Dawn Woolsey 3.95 Erick
Sarah Ann Yates Yount 3.98 Weatherford
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Candidates for Degrees*
~Associate Degrees~
Cheyenne Arapaho Tribal College
Aileen Theresa Aiello AS in CATC General Studies Custer City
Ada F. Hainta Thurston AS in Tribal Administration Weatherford
College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Mitchell Zane Brittain AS in Wildland Firefighting Sterling
Ryne Dunlavy AS in Wildland Firefighting Perryton, TX
Blake Randell Shaddon AS in Wildland Firefighting Clinton
Ken Brodie Thornburg AS in Wildland Firefighting Beggs
"Bachelor’s Degrees"
College of Arts & Sciences
John Austin Bradshaw BS in Biological Sciences Cherokee
Jamin Patrick Brown BS in Biological Sciences Woodward
Zella Lee Classen BS in Biological Sciences Fairview
Ryan Spencer Coggins BS in Biological Sciences Moore
Josiali Dittrich BS in Biological Sciences Hobbs, NM
Taylor Holliday BS in Biological Sciences Lincoln, NE
Caleb Devon Hubbard BS in Biological Sciences Claremore
Tyler Evan McLemore BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City
Brittany Ann Stamper BS in Biological Sciences Mounds
Balvenia Sue Trevino BS in Biological Sciences Weatherford
Joby Chacko Varghese BS in Biological Sciences Yukon
Kayley Rebecca Craft BS in Medical Laboratory Sciences Choctaw
Brittany Michelle Epley BS in Medical Laboratory Sciences Duncan
Tyler Hardin BS in Medical Laboratory Sciences Coweta
Victoria Nhi Le BS in Medical Laboratory Sciences Mustang
Fernando Ndawana BS in Medical Laboratory Sciences Lewisville, TX
Crystal Gayle Hammack BS Ed in Natural Science Ed Blair
Timothy Isaac McDaniel BS Ed in Natural Science Ed El Reno
Lloyd Derrick Shelton BS Ed in Natural Science Ed Clarendon, TX
Tanner Joe Wheeler BS Ed in Natural Science Ed Weatherford
Michael Rocco Caniglia BA in Chemistry McAlester
Stephanie Nicole Chidester BA in Chemistry Moore
Zachary T. Daniel BA in Chemistry Lawton
Josiah Dittrich BA in Chemistry Hobbs, NM
Vyctoria Starr Lauren Gray BA in Chemistry Fort Worth, TX
Olga Fabrizi-Harvey BA in Chemistry Yukon
Terri Lynn Schimmel Kardokus BA in Chemistry Lookeba
Joshuah Steven Mayo BA in Chemistry Oklahoma City
Nikita Patel BA in Chemistry Lawton
Don A. Quickie III BA in Chemistry Cache
Brian Robert Sweany BA in Chemistry Weatherford
Amber Elise Williams BA in Chemistry Thomas
Kenan Den ten BS in Chemistry Forgan
Shawn C. Hughes BS in Chemistry Weatherford
Mackenzie Camille Bergagnini BS in Chemistry (Prof Program) Tonkawa
Ismail Assouroko BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford
Steven John Doughty BS in Engineering Physics Yukon
Dylan C. Frizzell BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford
James Tyler Overton BS in Engineering Physics Cordell
Justin Michael Pollmiller BS in Engineering Physics Litdeton, CO
Yimfor Yimfor BS in Engineering Physics Cameroon
Tiffany Nicole Conn BA in Art - Graphic Design Bethany
Morgan Andrea Gibson BA in Art - Graphic Design Weatherford
Cynthia Ann Thompson BA in Art - Graphic Design Buffalo
Michael Deon Bradley BA in Communication Arts Little Rock, AR
Errikka D. Branscum BA in Communication Arts Muldrow
Jamar Rashad Davis BA in Communication Arts Lawton
Steven John Doughty BA in Communication Arts Yukon
Matthew Lynn Ebner BA in Communication Arts Weatherford
Kallie Dawn McGarraugh Elder BA in Communication Arts Canton
*Graduation is official provided all degree requirements are completed.
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Kiefer Jonathon Fulsom BA in Communication Arts Ponca City
Jessica Robbins Kelsey BA in Communication Arts Blair
Keaton Quinn Ketchum BA in Communication Arts Clinton
Caroline Rae Leahy BA in Communication Arts Woodward
Cami Dawn Loveless BA in Communication Arts Blanchard
Scott Allen May BA in Communication Arts Prague
Laci Lea Ann McCain BA in Communication Arts Hinton
Matthew A. McKellips BA in Communication Arts Weatherford
Joseph L. McMasters BA in Communication Arts Duncan
Trent Lee Misak BA in Communication Arts Medford
Michael M. Myers BA in Communication Arts Mustang
Joshua David Ramos BA in Communication Arts Tulsa
Rachel Elizabeth Smith BA in Communication Arts Weatherford
Skylar Reed Spradlin BA in Communication Arts Cordell
Timothy Williams BA in Communication Arts Tuttle
Luke Michael Barnard BA in Interdisciplinary Studies McKinney, TX
Morgan Brian BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Altus
Kane Larry Bryen BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford
Moriah Noelle Butterfield BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton
Cassie Renee’ Chambless BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Tuttle
Johnnie LeAnn Airington Depot BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford
Kedron Brock Drumm BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Piedmont
Marshall Wade Flowers BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Elk City
Monty Alan Howell BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Coweta
Ruben Jacquez BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford
Amber Lynn Keeler BA in Interdisciplinary Studies El Reno
McKinley Jewell Lockhart BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton
John Vincent Niutei BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Bedford, TX
Chelsey Marie Jones Powers BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford
Amie Kayla Price BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Burns Flat
Laura Marie Eldora Smalling BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford
Todd Michael Thomas BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Jones
Elizabeth Valencia BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford
Rachel Lauren Bilbo BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Woodward
Landon Wray Warren BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Sentinel
Brooke Anne Wheelock BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Woodward
Kayla Marie Barnett BA in English Clinton
Kendall Beckloff BA in English Oakwood
Kathrine Leona Biggs BA in English Hitchcock
Blaine Allen Boyd BA in English Weatherford
Heather Dawn Garibay BA in English Taloga
Jessica Blake Goetzinger BA in English Edmond
Kena Maria-Catherine Kyle BA in English Weatherford
Callie Christine Martin BA in English Royse City, TX
Samuel Amaka Nwafo r BA in English Lithonia, GA
Casey Nathaniel Schneberger BA in English Foss
Sarah Elizabeth Shefferd BA in English Sayre
Victor Wolf BA in English Newkirk
Stacie Marie Beam BA Ed in English Education Spencer
Audra Rachelle Newberry BA Ed in English Education Mounds
Kelsey Christian BA Ed in English Education Granite
Veronica Faye Ladd BA Ed in English Education Vici
Shelby Lane Sparkman BA Ed in English Education Quanah, TX
Anastacia Speed BA Ed in English Education Mustang
LaRonna Jo Haney White BA Ed in English Education Elk City
Breanna Renne Cary BA in Spanish Weatherford
Veronica Casey BA in Spanish Blanchard
Ida Mary Gutierrez BA in Spanish Clinton
Diana Cruz Pineda BA in Spanish Clinton
Juan Manuel Ramirez Velazquez BA in Spanish Daimiel, Spain
Pei-Hsin Maggie Chang BS in Mathematics Taipei, Taiwan
Stephanie Nicole Chidester BS in Mathematics Moore
Samantha Ann Driskill BS in Mathematics Oklahoma City
Neil James Howell BS in Mathematics Oklahoma City
Brian Robert Sweany BS in Mathematics Elgin
Tayler Jordan Voth BS in Mathematics Oklahoma City
Samantha Ann Driskill BS Ed in Mathematics Ed Oklahoma City
Katherine Faye Martin BS Ed in Mathematics Ed Vian
James Racadio BS Ed in Mathematics Ed Sayre
Tawnda Marie Hollowell Warford BS Ed in Mathematics Ed Mountain View
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Rebecca Ann Cantrell BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Oklahoma City
Mary Aleena Hull BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental. Martinsburg, WV
Brittany Nicole Carter BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Ewa Beach, HI
Jorja Lee Hammond BM in Music Therapy- Vocal/Keyboard Amarillo, TX
Melissa Ann McCormick BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Midwest City
Lyla Dawn Maxwell BM with Elective Studies in Business Borger, TX
Jennifer M. Sandwell BM with Elective Studies in Business Newcastle
Shawna Nicole Hoover Hardin BM in Vocal Music Elk City
Stacy Renae Stevenson BM in Vocal Music Norman
Drew Thomas Ahrens BM Ed Instrumental/General Altus
Anthony John Bertolozzi BM Ed Instrumental/General Yukon
Herbert Herrera BM Ed Instrumental/General Hunter
Chad Alan Smith BM Ed Instrumental/General Duncan
Robert Wise Wolfe BM Ed Instrumental/General Altus
Michael Amberson BA in Criminal Justice Elk City
Jacob Taylor Brown BA in Criminal Justice Yukon
Brooke Nicole Christensen BA in Criminal Justice Geary
Kylie Franklin BA in Criminal Justice Elk City
Trenton Wayne Ghoram BA in Criminal Justice Midwest City
Brandy Jean Brown Hollis BA in Criminal Justice Binger
Charles Anthony Hulett BA in Criminal Justice Clinton
David Misipouena Laloulu BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford
Trevor Code Lowry BA in Criminal Justice Elk City
Kaylee Michelle Manning BA in Criminal Justice Tuttle
Cynthia Renee Morgan BA in Criminal Justice Shamrock, TX
Gabrielle Kristina Nippert BA in Criminal Justice Carson, CA
Claudia A. Parker BA in Criminal Justice Geary
Dallace Kylin Moody BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford
Joanna Santillan BA in Criminal Justice Fresno, CA
Stacey Lynn Boecker Scheurer BA in Criminal Justice Hinton
Douglas Sterling Seurer BA in Criminal Justice Hinton
Savannah Marie Corbin BA in History Cordell
Jeffery Nathan Lamborn BA in History Weatherford
Andrew Michael McCoy BA in History Oklahoma City
Ashlee Nicole Merritt BA in History Ninnekah
Paul Joseph Raupe BA in History Clinton
Jillian Victoria Brooks-Anderson BA Ed in History Education Weatherford
Thomas Andrew Blakeley BA Ed in History Education Enid
K;nie Rene Browning BA Ed in History Education Clinton
Shelby B. Cox BA Ed in History Education Weatherford
Austin Gregery Feuerborn BA Ed in History Education Yukon
Sebastian Frausto BA Ed in History Education Carlsbad, CA
Dakota Trevor Haines BA Ed in History Education Oklahoma City
Justin Tanner Jones BA Ed in History Education Altus
Brennan Michael King BA Ed in History Education Weatherford
Kevin James Shockey BA Ed in History Education Elk City
Brad Allen Smithey BA Ed in History Education Surfside Beach, TX
Megan Ashley Watson BA Ed in History Education Kennedale, TX
Cameron Michael Wilkins-Lowder BA Ed in History Education Yukon
Dillon Wilson BA Ed in History Education Fort Cobb
Sarah Elizabeth Ramsey Clark BA in Political Science Burns Flat
Jessica K’Leigh Heard BA in Political Science Clinton
Davi Peetoom BA in Political Science Argonia, KS
Jesse Jarrett Wright BA in Political Science Aledo, TX
College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Ryann Michelle Burner BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Yukon
Lela Nicole Frisbie BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City
Sarah Rinehart Hadrava BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Geary
Caitlin Marie Prentice Humphrey BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford
Lyndsey Ann Ingham BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton
Emily Debra Kennedy BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Edmond
Kaci Gail Wilkinson Martin BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Duncan
Katie Lynn McMullen BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford
Alexandra Shaye Geurkink Mustain BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Medford
Kendra S. Nunn BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Owasso
Dallas Kristine Passmore BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford
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Taylor Marie Ray BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Watonga
Shasta Marie Rossetter BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Carnegie
Ranch Nicole Rowland BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Tuttle
Madison Marie Gillham Russ BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford
Taylor DeAnn Shockey BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Elk City
Diana Brooke Farrow-Willis BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City
Jona Marcie Anderson BS Ed in Elementary Education Blanchard
Susan Dennea Eslin Barnett BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City
Lori D. Blackketter BS Ed in Elementary Education Leedey
Wesli Dona Blumer BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City
Layne Elizabeth Boddy BS Ed in Elementary Education Martha
Taylor Noel Boyd BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Jennifer Estelle Hollis Brack BS Ed in Elementary Education Hinton
Janice Reagan Brickhouse BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus
Brittney Lynn Burton BS Ed in Elementary Education Gotebo
Amber Slone Byrd BS Ed in Elementary Education Lookeba
Jessie Cobb BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis
Mathew Cooper BS Ed in Elementary Education Oklahoma City
Kara Michele Doty BS Ed in Elementary Education Devol
Kayla R. Edelen BS Ed in Elementary Education Chickasha
Hallie Marie Ludwig Ford BS Ed in Elementary Education Kingfisher
John G. Fowler BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Charlotte Ranee Cook Fuller BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Allison Jade Gilliland BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City
Brittany Anne Hamlett BS Ed in Elementary Education Granite
Terra Lynn Hysell Hankins BS Ed in Elementary Education Piedmont
Hillary Breann Hardin BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Julie Harms BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Taylor Dea Hines BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell
Lisa Marie Maddox Holland BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell
Brittney Danielle Hunter BS Ed in Elementary Education Sayre
Rumer Dakota Jackson BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City
Taylor Leigh Jankey BS Ed in Elementary Education Enid
Lyndsey Kean BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon
Kiersten Victoria Klassen BS Ed in Elementary Education Colony
Tiffany Rochelle Landreth BS Ed in Elementary Education Watonga
Christina Renae Leffert BS Ed in Elementary Education Nixa, MO
Bonnie LeeAnn Lightfoot BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Megan Shea Lyons BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Amanda Lee Garcia BS Ed in Elementary Education Lubbock, TX
Kaitlyn Breanna Max BS Ed in Elementary Education Edmond
Tammy Jolene Webb Millis BS Ed in Elementary Education Clinton
Patricia Murphy BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Kimberly Anne Lounsberry Myers BS Ed in Elementary Education Hobart
Caitlin Marie O’Brien BS Ed in Elementary Education Midwest City
Kayla Ann Ogden BS Ed in Elementary Education Fairview
Benjamin Olguin BS Ed in Elementary Education Gould
Toni Peetoom BS Ed in Elementary Education Bluff City, KS
Christine Lynn Price BS Ed in Elementary Education Martha
Dara Rachelle Quintero BS Ed in Elementary Education Hobart
Jordan Craig Rippetoe BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon
Tia Nicole Sauer BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford
Summer Breann Stebens Scott BS Ed in Elementary Education Loyal
Jennifer Lynn Caswell Sexton BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis
Megan Diane St. Hilaire BS Ed in Elementary Education Oklahoma City
Dara Leshae Steinmetz BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell
Kerstin Dawn Thompson BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell
Rachel Jeanette Wallis BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno
McKenzie Dene Williams BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis
Shanna Willis BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis
Kaitlin Marguerette Belden BS Ed in Special Ed Leedey
Kyler Allen Bollinger BS Ed in Special Ed El Reno
Devon Kaylynn Ringo Bonewitz BS Ed in Special Ed Dill City
Lauren Nicole Griffin BS Ed in Special Ed Taloga
Carissa Ann Nance BS Ed in Special Ed Oklahoma City
Toni R. Newton BS Ed in Special Ed Mountain View
Taler Janae Sawatzky BS Ed in Special Ed Weatherford
Breann Madee Whitaker BS Ed in Special Ed Caddo Mills, TX
Summer Brooke Blackowl BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed El Reno
Gavin Lee Beavers BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed El Reno
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Brent Bogart BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Mangum, OK
Blake Clift BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Fort Cobb
Jade Ashlin Cruzan BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Guymon
Lane Keith Daniel BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Hollis
Robert Chase Evans BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Calumet
Hannah L. Guthrie BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Weatherford
Shelby Nicole Holcomb BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Fort Worth, TX
Jamaal Alexander Lewis BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Arlington, TX
Kaleb Ryan Murray BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Hinton
Aaron James Newberry BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Harrah
Jacob Henry Schneberger BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Burns Flat
Johnna Rhea Smith BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Purdon, TX
Chance Tapia BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Lawton
Dylan Scott Weber BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Apache
Judy Valentine Altizer BS in Exercise Science Kingfisher
Benjamin Adam Bailey BS in Exercise Science Lake Jackson, TX
Lucas Scott Barry BS in Exercise Science Guthrie
Gy M. Bennar Jr BS in Exercise Science Weatherford
Ashleigh Hope Bonds BS in Exercise Science Elk City
Lauren LeAnn Brennfoerder BS in Exercise Science Oklahoma City
Cassandra Marie Canfield BS in Exercise Science Seminole
Jessica Diana Carbonara BS in Exercise Science Maple, ON Canada
Errick Ronnell Claud BS in Exercise Science Duncan
Cassandra Elaine Day BS in Exercise Science Prescott, AZ
Paige Doherty BS in Exercise Science Vernon, BC Canada
Ryan Feller BS in Exercise Science Aitus
Jordan Lynn Fleck BS in Exercise Science Cordell
Cassie ReNael Garner BS in Exercise Science Weatherford
Logan G. George BS in Exercise Science Fort Worth, TX
Delene Nicole Gonzalez BS in Exercise Science Hollis
Brayden Lynn Hicks BS in Exercise Science Kingfisher
Kaylie Rose Howell BS in Exercise Science Carnegie
Brittnie Morgan Jackson BS in Exercise Science Caddo Mills, TX
Kaycee Dawn Lookingbill BS in Exercise Science Aitus
Kyle David Murray BS in Exercise Science Shawnee
Caitlyn Brooke Parcell BS in Exercise Science Kingfisher
Tori Danielle Parrish BS in Exercise Science Hobart
Josie Lynn Price BS in Exercise Science Calgary, AB Canada
Kelli Leanne Quimby BS in Exercise Science Hennessey
Blaine J. Smith BS in Exercise Science Blanchard
Brittney Nicole Teel BS in Exercise Science Woodward
Delano Walker BS in Exercise Science Platte City, MO
Dason Micah Weaver BS in Exercise Science Fort Cobb
Kimberly Dawn Woolsey BS in Exercise Science Erick
Rebekah Rae Badgett BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Lukas Cliff Cary BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Stephen Samuel Castiglione BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Thornton, CO
Clayton Travis Cowan BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Watonga
Sandy Joe Dowdle BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf El Reno
Kefner Lane Fisher BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Enid
Kyle Steven Hargus BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Chickasha
Tanner Heffel BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Okeene
Tanner Allen Houston BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Tucson, AZ
Kenneth Wayne Kellems BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Beaver Dam, KY
Dakota Levi Kemp BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Longdale
Trevor Shane Kirkhart BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Gate
Rachel Nicole Swanson BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Kenneth David Lehman BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Phillip Kyle Melott BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Kaidee Lee Monroe BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Walters
James Thomas Necessary BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Pryor
Clifford Mwoma Nyagesiba BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Arlington, TX
Blake T. Powers BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Christopher Michael Russell BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Weatherford
Blake Randell Shaddon BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Clinton
Andrew Paul Tait BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Cordell
Billy Bob Walker BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf Aitus
Cody Ray Ainsworth BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Cordell
Mark Tyler Alexander BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Kalum Albert Balluch BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Carrollton, TX
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Robert Christopher Barger BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Hydro
Patricia Nicole Barnes BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Watonga
Logan Sage Bradley BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Oklahoma City
Mitchell Zane Brittain BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Sterling
Tracie Dawn Coats BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Altus
Alison Mae Cole BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Long Island, KS
Ryan Neal Corbin BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Newcastle
Sierra Nicole Curley BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Moreno Valley, CA
Kelby Michael Dorris BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Borger, TX
Ryne Dunlavy BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Perryton, TX
Christian Faulkner BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton
Josie Wray Pauls Foust BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Blanchard
Cody William Gilchrist BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Woodward
Talon Mitchell Harper BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Mooreland
Kara Jacobsen BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Mesa, AZ
Earl A. Jenkins III BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Hooks, TX
Jonathan D. Johnson BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton
Ryan Lucero Kelley BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Vallejo, CA
Christopher Don Morgan BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Joshua Albert Reed BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Tahlequah
Benjamin David Rhodes BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Norman
Eric Rodriguez BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Anaheim, CA
Jeff Ewell Roland BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Carnegie
Reed Joseph Ryan BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Seth Andrew Stockton BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Valley View,TX
Ryan Scott Stringer BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton
Jakeb Alen Willoughby BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton
Travis Lee Wilson BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Yukon
Jacob Marlin Bennight BS in Psychology Frederick
Kathrine Leona Biggs BS in Psychology Hitchcock
Delon Nicole Brewer BS in Psychology Woodward
Jaimee Gabriella Cohen BS in Psychology Weatherford
Lynett CherelP Cram BS in Psychology Elk City
Lanka Marie Hacker Dalla Rosa BS in Psychology Weatherford
Au-sha Joi Floyd BS in Psychology Piedmont
Crystal Dawn Gaylord BS in Psychology Weatherford
Janel Frances Harper BS in Psychology Weatherford
Bentin Lloyd Hicks BS in Psychology Yukon
Ryan Andrew Hughey BS in Psychology El Reno
Kimber Renea Jackson BS in Psychology Helena
Alpha Lathrom BS in Psychology Fort Cobb
Avery Ann Lee BS in Psychology Oklahoma City
Danielle Maddox BS in Psychology Elk City
Ashley Katurah Mbaneme BS in Psychology Clinton
Sheri McCoy BS in Psychology Weatherford
Kendra Michelle Michaels BS in Psychology Inyokern, CA
Seth Odell Miranda BS in Psychology Gould
Ashley B. Murray BS in Psychology Groom, TX
Dean Floyd O ’Nesky BS in Psychology Thomas
Kimberly Michelle Russell BS in Psychology Tipton
Catherine Jane Schubert BS in Psychology Fairland
Vincent Paul Stong BS in Psychology Potrero, CA
Destiny R. Terry BS in Psychology Weatherford
Kolby L. VanMiddlesworth BS in Psychology Clinton
Jessica Ann White BS in Psychology Woodward
Sara Elizabeth Wilkins-Lowder BS in Psychology Weatherford
Courtney Christine Beattie Bachelor of Social Work Edmond
Esther Francoise Foncha Bachelor of Social Work Weatherford
Ida Mary Gutierrez Bachelor of Social Work Clinton
Mallory Jaymes Hanson Bachelor of Social Work Chickasha
Janel Frances Harper Bachelor of Social Work Weatherford
Kelsi Ann Howell Bachelor of Social Work Sayre
Claude L. Latham Bachelor of Social Work Altus
Shamica Monica Pine Lewis Bachelor of Social Work Oklahoma City
William J. Archibeque BBA in Accounting Portales, NM
Billie Katherine Randolph Askew BBA in Accounting Eakly
Jeana Denise Atteberry BBA in Accounting Hydro
Brice Dillon Betchan BBA in Accounting Guthrie
Trent A. Boesen BBA in Accounting Weatherford
Jenna Rene’ Crispin BBA in Accounting Weatherford
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Morgan Mickole Eakes BBA in Accounting Corinth, TX
Silvar Eddia BBA in Accounting Weatherford
Albert Escobedo BBA in Accounting Clinton
Carolyn Diane Fitzsimmons BBA in Accounting Weatherford
Hope Elizabeth Jones BBA in Accounting Weatherford
Kristy L. Locke BBA in Accounting Blair
Niki Maharjan BBA in Accounting Kathmandu, Nepal
Danielle P. McClellan BBA in Accounting Davis
Luke McPherson BBA in Accounting Oklahoma City
Staci Ann Mendel BBA in Accounting Okarche
Meagan M ikies BBA in Accounting Sayre
Kaycee Delaine Reimer BBA in Accounting Lookeba
David R. Schoenhals BBA in Accounting Laverne
Lindsey Janell Thrash BBA in Accounting Mooreland
Carol Sue Truax BBA in Accounting Weatherford
Michael J. Brinkley BS in Computer Science Erick
David Preston Britton BS in Computer Science Sentinel
Joshua Ryan Esquer-Davis BS in Computer Science Elk City
Richard Eugene Goldsmith II BS in Computer Science San Antonio, TX
Tyler J. Groves BS in Computer Science Hobart
Rachel Hurt BS in Computer Science Cordell
Gagan Khadka BS in Computer Science Kathmandu, Nepal
Shane E. King BS in Computer Science Weatherford
Krishna Kshetri BS in Computer Science Chitwan, Nepal
Matthew Carl Lanier BS in Computer Science Edmond
Bryan Ashley Nault BS in Computer Science Okeene
Ricardo Rivera BS in Computer Science Okeene
Heather Nicole Rose BS in Computer Science Stillwater
Patrick Shane Spears BS in Computer Science Weatherford
Jeffrey Stolzy BS in Computer Science Chickasha
J.J. Stout BS in Computer Science Weatherford
Ryan Stuart Wood BS in Computer Science Yukon
Hayden Edward Harrington BS in Computer Sci (Info Systems) Weatherford
Whitney Rae McCuistion BS in Computer Sci (Info Systems) Aims
Haley Marie Brownen BS in Computer Sci (Info Systems) Weatherford
Sheena Paige Blankenship BBA in Entrepreneurship Watonga
Rachel Ann Denison BBA in Entrepreneurship Idabel
Lisa Mercedes Garza BBA in Entrepreneurship Tulsa
Jenni Leigh Green BBA in Entrepreneurship Cheyenne
Tisha Ann Nevels Herndon BBA in Entrepreneurship Elk City
Kasey S. Kennedy BBA in Entrepreneurship Vici
Marrissa Shea Malone BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford
Nathan Heath Martin BBA in Entrepreneurship Perryton, TX
Matthew James Mauldin BBA in Entrepreneurship Beggs
Joanna D. Neff BBA in Entrepreneurship Alrus
Jessie Rae Wiley BBA in Entrepreneurship Follett, TX
Lowell Cale Chapman BS in Engineering Technology Hammon
Tyler Dean Colwell BS in Engineering Technology Mountain View
Johnny Covalt BS in Engineering Technology Piedmont
Lindsay Elizabeth Dusin BS in Engineering Technology Phillipsburg, KS
Tyler Kent Dyck BS in Engineering Technology Corn
Brandon Scott Earney BS in Engineering Technology Dibble
Coleman Ray Farley BS in Engineering Technology Calumet
Kenneth Russell Williams BS in Engineering Technology Brownfield, TX
Hugo E. Gomez-Alvarez BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford
Brandon James Graham BS in Engineering Technology Coweta
Michael Tyler Haden BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford
Hesston Jay Hedges BS in Engineering Technology Fairmont
Jordan Wells Hudson BS in Engineering Technology Buffalo
Corey Rachelle La Moureaux BS in Engineering Technology Broomfield, CO
Kalan Dean Langley BS in Engineering Technology Hydro
Shristi Maharjan BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford
Allen Shane McGlothlin BS in Engineering Technology Anadarko
Chris Douglas Misak BS in Engineering Technology Colony
Wouter Theron Myburgh BS in Engineering Technology George, South Africa
Gordon LaMoin Perry BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford
Nickolas A. Reyes BS in Engineering Technology Thomas
Kelli Dawn Simon BS in Engineering Technology Purcell
James Eliot Smith BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford
Jeremy Ronald Soliday BS in Engineering Technology Dale, TX
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Nathan Thiessen BS in Engineering Technology Corn
Kevin Ray Williams BS in Engineering Technology Dill City
Dakin Wayne Holland BS in Industrial Technology Cordell
Dalton Wade Houk BS in Industrial Technology Fay
Travis Jones BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford
Jeevan Maharjan BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford,
Robert McCormack BS in Industrial Technology Trophy Club, TX
Barrett Allen Sawatzky BS in Industrial Technology Piedmont
Gregory Dewayne Simmons BS in Industrial Technology Elk City
Justin Alan Smith BS in Industrial Technology Decatur, TX
Richard William Weist BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford
Christian Wood BS in Industrial Technology Guymon
Robert W. Battles BBA in Finance Burns Flat
Jared Alan Cook BBA in Finance Laverne
Logan Lynn Crosgrove BBA in Finance Canadian, TX
Andrew Wayne Davis BBA in Finance Mountain View
Silvar Eddia BBA in Finance Weatherford
Evan Philip Eitzen BBA in Finance Fairview
Christy W. Franklin BBA in Finance Weatherford
Shelton D. Heglin BBA in Finance Gate
Zachary Alexander Houston BBA in Finance Oklahoma City
Adam Eugene lago BBA in Finance Newcastle
Corey Alan Lomax BBA in Finance Weatherford
Joseph Evan Manning BBA in Finance Sayre
Duane Michael Mapel BBA in Finance Weatherford
Christopher Ray Oiiphant BBA in Finance Carnegie
Adam Glen Russell BBA in Finance Weatherford
Keithen Kale Sawatzky BBA in Finance Weatherford
David R. Schoenhals BBA in Finance Laverne
Brycen Tyler Shoaf BBA in Finance Arnett
Raylynn Dale Shoaf BBA in Finance Taloga
Dustin Paul Stenta BBA in Finance Fort Worth, TX
Kale J. Thaxton BBA in Finance Duncan
Petr Zyma BBA in Finance Prague, Czech Republic
Taylor James Anderson BBA in Management Weatherford
Kyle Aaron Bilbo BBA in Management Woodward
Rachel Hope Bradley BBA in Management Beaver
Sydnee Brook Carter BBA in Management Oklahoma City
J. Chappell BBA in Management Guthrie
Starr L. Chavez BBA in Management Gracemont
Melinda Rosalez Chester BBA in Management Martha
Nathan Keith Dewberry BBA in Management El Reno
Christine Jo Flies BBA in Management Altus
Wyatt J. Gabehart BBA in Management Fort Cobb
Ryanne Lynn Hamar BBA in Management Thomas
Barbara Naomi Rine Hanna BBA in Management Weatherford
Karissa Bailey Hart BBA in Management Lookeba
Ken Hughes Jr. BBA in Management Copperas Cove, TX
Saasha Jacqueline Jacobson BBA in Management Gresham, OR
Lisa LeAnn Locke BBA in Management Minco
Bryce Taylor Moore BBA in Management Tuttle
Jozette Mary Louise Paddlety BBA in Management Weatherford
Preston Scott Patterson BBA in Management Burns Flat
Loni G. Prairie Chief BBA in Management Weatherford
Jerrad Stephen Richards BBA in Management Yale
Lindsey Rae Rutledge BBA in Management Weatherford
Alaric D. Serjeant BBA in Management Weatherford
Keagan Jeffrey Smith BBA in Management Weatherford
Cassie Michelle Springer BBA in Management Cheyenne
Burgandy D’Shun Tindall BBA in Management Weatherford
Melissa Marie Holan Tripp BBA in Management Burns Flat
Araceli Avila BBA in Management Altus
Dillan James Wolfe BBA in Management Tuttle
Sierra Nicole Curley BBA in Marketing Moreno Valley, CA
Rachael Elizabeth Fieldsend BBA in Marketing Stillwater
Seth Dale Hubbard BBA in Marketing Cordell
Kristina Hetlevia Jensen BBA in Marketing Choctaw
Sidney Lee Johnson BBA in Marketing Arapaho
Tamara Rochelle Kauk BBA in Marketing Leedey
Maegen Catherine Kirk BBA in Marketing Weatherford
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Caitlin Dee Landers BBA in Marketing Arnett
Danielle Nicole Logan BBA in Marketing Fort Supply
Krystal Anntonette Anderson-Moore BBA in Marketing Midwest City
Levi Muck BBA in Marketing Weatherford
Devon Vincent Peetoom BBA in Marketing Hutchinson, KS
Khelsea Don Risinger BBA in Marketing Elk City
Olivia Anne Sniff BBA in Marketing Erick
Thomas J. Stirling BBA in Marketing Gorham, ME
Lacey Ann Stonebraker BBA in Marketing Tuttle
Jake Alan Tuck BBA in Marketing Weatherford
Lauren Chase Zurmehly BBA in Marketing Edmond
Tom L. Davis III BS in Organizational Leadership Elk City
Aaron Nicklas Fleehart BS in Organizational Leadership Moore
Brenda J. Harkins BS in Organizational Leadership Wheatland
Wilden James Hierl BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford
Vesna Kalabic BS in Organizational Leadership Bethany
Paris LeAnn Przekurat BS in Organizational Leadership El Reno
Michael C. Swanson BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford
Charles Victor Webster III BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford
Jim Thap Tu Bui BS in Athletic Training Broken Arrow
Brittany Lee Carson BS in Athletic Training Claremore
Brooke Nicole Harrison BS in Athletic Training Woodward
Jacklyne Dakota Manning BS in Athletic Training Altus
Ryan Paden McKee BS in Athletic Training Cordell
Kamden Keith Phillips BS in Athletic Training Altus
Brandon Joe Pounds BS in Athletic Training Weatherford
Jeffrey Joseph Pratt BS in Athletic Training Santa Rosa, CA
Trixie Anne Russell BS in Athletic Training Newalla
Meagan Leigh Steen BS in Athletic Training Altus
Elijah Kyle Unruh BS in Athletic Training Enid
Brooke Cress BS in Health Care Administration Cache
Victoria Leigh Dobbie BS in Health Care Administration McKinney, TX
Sara Denise Elkins BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford
Britney Shawn Nicole Espinosa BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford
Kareen Anne Lambino BS in Health Care Administration Lawton
Susana Adobea Opare BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City
Meaghan Michelle Smith BS in Health Care Administration Hammon
Timothy Alan Stewart BS in Health Care Administration Aims
Kaci Danelle Walls BS in Health Care Administration El Reno
Sara Michele Armendariz Willhight BS in Health Care Administration Yukon
Zandra Kay Allen BS in Health Information Mgmt Weatherford
Kaela Rene’ Barger BS in Health Information Mgmt Hydro
Kevin Alan Cantrell BS in Health Information Mgmt Blanchard
Karissa Chariece Eaves BS in Health Information Mgmt Weatherford
Mabel.O. Iyaye BS in Health Information Mgmt Oklahoma City
Salimata Kamissoko BS in Health Information Mgmt Oklahoma City
Karina Patel BS in Health Information Mgmt Canadian, TX
Andrea B. Patterson BS in Health Information Mgmt Geary
Shelbi Lynn Setzer BS in Health Information Mgmt Hydro
Alisha Beth Turner BS in Health Information Mgmt Vici
Emily Dee Baker BS in Health Science Chickasha
Alyssa Renee Barcindebar BS in Health Science Carnegie
David J. Barnett II BS in Health Science Thomas
Kira Stephanie Bertrand BS in Health Science Brampton, ON Canada
Louis Allen Blowers II BS in Health Science Enid
Shelby Taylor Blubaugh BS in Health Science Medford
Michael Rocco Caniglia BS in Health Science McAlester
Audra Michelle Chambless BS in Health Science Tuttle
Kedrin Hub Coleman BS in Health Science Woodward
Taylor Marie Colvin BS in Health Science Clinton
Robert Sinjin Cramer BS in Health Science Altus
Natalie Renee’ Crosslin BS in Health Science Tulsa
Christine Hien Dao BS in Health Science Weatherford
Shane Vincent Daugherty BS in Health Science Watonga
Jake Davidson BS in Health Science Weatherford
Colton James Dickinson BS in Health Science Tulsa
Christann Damaris Doye BS in Health Science Walters
Sara Denise Elkins BS in Health Science Weatherford
Mariah Leigh Epps BS in Health Science Enid
Michelle Lynn Fisher BS in Health Science Mustang
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Abbie Marie Freeman BS in Health Science Oklahoma City
Zachary Don Frymire BS in Health Science Weatherford
Renu Giri BS in Health Science Bhaktapor, Nepal
Cord Neal Gothard BS in Health Science Velma
Shelby Hamilton BS in Health Science Lookeba
Eden Ashley Hart BS in Health Science Jenks
Jack William Hartman BS in Health Science Woodward
Chelsea Kay Hill BS in Health Science Yukon
Dora Kabunda BS in Health Science Weatherford
Mark Lee Kendall BS in Health Science Duncan
Nicholas Isaac Key BS in Health Science Vici
Haley Gene Kromer BS in Health Science Devol
Alex Andrea Lafreniere BS in Health Science Oklahoma City
Rochelle Deon Leonard BS in Health Science Clinton
Zachary Aaron Mang BS in Health Science Los Alamos, NM
Crystal Marie Mars BS in Flealth Science Weatherford
Emily Rose Miller BS in Health Science Ingalls, KS
Jeff A. Miller BS in Health Science Mustang
Preston Nichols Margain BS in Health Science Fountain Valley, CA
Chelsia Kei’onna Nicholson BS in Health Science Weatherford
Kori Paige Oord BS in Health Science Warsaw, VA
Kaleb T. Ralph BS in Health Science Bartlesville
Kristin Leigh Ann Rasbury BS in Health Science Shawnee
Jeffrey Dalton Reed BS in Health Science Mustang
Aubrey Marie Roth BS in Health Science Tulsa
Hannah Sue Rudebusch BS in Health Science Livingston, TX
Angeca LeLyn Sparger BS in Health Science Weatherford
Kendra Michelle Steinly BS in Health Science Weatherford
Andrew Mark Thiessen BS in Health Science Mustang
Yen CH Tran BS in Health Science Weatherford
Lindsey Renae Weldon BS in Health Science Calumet
Jennifer Afton Wiest BS in Health Science Cordell
Nolan Shelby Worbes BS in Health Science Altus
Amanyl N. Zama BS in Health Science Weatherford
Kodi Ruth Adams BS in Nursing Newalla
Te’onna LaShawn Adams BS in Nursing Yukon
Breanna Marie Adkison BS in Nursing Piedmont
Elizabeth Eden Beam BS in Nursing Weatherford
Taler Daugherty Broadbent BS in Nursing Elk City
Kaelyn Brooke Bundy BS in Nursing Enid
Fallon Janee Burnett BS in Nursing Weatherford
Leah Renee Burns BS in Nursing Oklahoma City
Amanda Sue Earl BS in Nursing Rocky
Taylor Denise Ellis BS in Nursing Midwest City
Yahaira Nereyda Garcia BS in Nursing Weatherford
Laura Ann Gibson BS in Nursing Hobart
Cody Lane Glazier BS in Nursing Loyal
Nicole D. Goettsch BS in Nursing Weatherford
Savanah Casey Nicole Haynes BS in Nursing Hydro
Brooklyn Kay Hendry BS in Nursing Weatherford
Jacob Lane Jackson BS in Nursing Elk City
Tristan Renee Johnson BS in Nursing Lawton
Candace Renia Leonard BS in Nursing Elk City
Allyson Hope Lederer BS in Nursing Oklahoma City
Aeriel Courtney Janae Lewis BS in Nursing Spencer
Micah Dawn Majors BS in Nursing Hinton
Katherine Maynard BS in Nursing Yukon
Ryan Scott McCullough BS in Nursing Yukon
Taylor Rhea McElroy BS in Nursing Enid
Sarah Lorraine McWhirter BS in Nursing Edmond
Shelby Danelle Murrell BS in Nursing Stillwater
Kelsey Jordan Orange BS in Nursing Buffalo
Kami Leigh Owens BS in Nursing Crescent
Haskell Trace Palmer BS in Nursing Ardmore
Tamara Kay Paris BS in Nursing Fritch, TX
Alyssa Jo McClendon Penner BS in Nursing Corn
Lauren Rene Peter BS in Nursing Weatherford, TX
Uyen Tu Phi BS in Nursing Oklahoma City
Blake Warren Reed BS in Nursing Elk City
Kaylene LaRay Rivera BS in Nursing Fairview
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Jimmie G. Smith BS in Nursing El Reno
Miranda Smoot BS in Nursing Weatherford
Lauren Andrea Watta BS in Nursing Claremore
Barry Allan Williams, Jr BS in Nursing Lawton
Jeremy Worley BS in Nursing Mountain View
Kassey Jae Worley BS in Nursing Fairview
Angela Carol Adkins BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw
Alison Ann Sweeney BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Maiden Rock, Wi
Toni Dea Shaw Holmes BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Duncan
Corbert Joseph Bercier BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman
Teena L. Brittain BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Durham
Sharon Nicole Britton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Carter
Tiffany Lea Price Castle BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City
Chelsea Mae Holliday Clark BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Katherine J. Taber BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow
Mary Cotton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton
Kimberly Davis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Waurika
Summer Nell Davis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Trevor Allan Deweese BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus
Sarah Elizabeth Dodson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Waverly, MO
Tresa Jeanne Meier Dorman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Teagan Rae McClain Dorsey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hinton
Magnus Okechukwu Duru BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa
Brandy Michele Dyer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Gore
Kimberly Engelking BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon
Angela Rose Farmer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Jordan Paul Finley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon
Breanna Jean White Fritze BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Keeley Victoria Marie Walker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard
Robin Rene Gibson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle
Melissa JeDonne Golobic BS in Nursing - RN to BSN OKC
Tara Rose Gonzalez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon
Donna Lynn Grossman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond
Stevie Dyju Guerrero BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore
Jennifer Erin Haddon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Nicole Harris BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Moore
Starla Ranee Thompson Harris BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Mary Elender Howard BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Gracemont
Kathrianna Brooke Howell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Stephanie Faith McCarthy Howell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond
Rebekah Lynn Coats Hull BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon
Micah Jill Boydston Hutchins BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Katy, TX
April Marie Ross Jewell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman
Robyn Marie Holst Johnson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bella Vista, AR
Nicole A. Jones BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Heavener
Suja Jose BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Yukon
Terri L. Kelso BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Sandra Kolar-Woodward BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Arcadia
Christain S. Kotoucek BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman
Susan Yong Lee BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Ashley R. Lindsey Pratts BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon
Trista Jo Madison BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Fairfax
Sarah Elizabeth Malone BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Amy Lynn McCorvey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Carissa Dawn McMurtrey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Fort Gibson
Billie Lorraine Miller BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mannford
Cynthia Kerubo Moinanyi BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Jerritt David Moon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard
Paul Mwenda Mungiria BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Carla Heather Olstad BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Madden, AB Canada
Chelsea Lynne Outhier BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Stillwater
Shara Ann Pennington BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Kendra Jo Peters BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Kathleen Rene’ Arnold Piland BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Kacy Pinnick BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard
Shannon M. Reimche BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Peggy Annette Sondermann Rennels BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Clinton
Natalie Ann Riley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid
Callie Louann Perry Rinehart BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang
Joshua Taylor Robertson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond
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Carrie Rolfes BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond
Kara Dawn Rother BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon
Stephanie Elizabeth Salas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond
Annie Schwartz BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Julie Deann Scott BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah
Robert Dale Scott BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee
Colton Lee Selvidge BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont
Nancy Lynn Kuehn Sigl BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Kingfisher
Rhonda Jan Simmons-Nelson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN McLoud
Samantha Rae Six BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont
Melissa Anne Smallwood BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sayre
Charlsie Lee Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sand Springs
Joy Dawn Coughran Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Geary
Bobbie Renee’ Wright Stamps BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hulbert
Jeffrey Matthew Stephens BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard
Thelma Jo Epps Stevens BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Wheatland
Frieda Marie Stewart BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Colony
Isabel Terrazas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus
Miki Thompson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City
Flinton Lee Tyler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw
Christy Lynn Warren BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee
Ronda Duncan Warren BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno
Rhiannon J. Webb BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tecumseh
Eric Jon Wicklund BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno
Angela Wilkerson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow
College of Professional & Graduate Studies
~Master’s Degrees ~
McKenzie BreeAnn Ainsworth Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Abdul-Rahman Rad wan Al-Jarrah Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Sarah Radwan Al-Jarrah Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Kadie Shea Berlin Master of Business Admin Wichita, KS
Morgan Leann Cox Master of Business Admin Midland, TX
Brian Dao Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Jonathan Blake Eliason Master of Business Admin Ponca City
Ariana Ivon Cardozo Grace Master of Business Admin Murrells Inlet, SC
Janlyn Kathleen Griffin Hannah Master of Business Admin Cache
Skylar Edward Horton Master of Business Admin Carnegie
Jeremy Leonard Iglesias Master of Business Admin Oklahoma City
Md Omar Faruk Khan Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Sarah Nell Sullins King Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Lauren Ashley Lee Master of Business Admin Sayre
Rebecca Ann Mausbach Master of Business Admin Humphrey, NE
Iona Jo-ann Albin Miller Master of Business Admin Hydro
Kelli Delynne Monroe Master of Business Admin Union City
Xuan Diem (Shawn) T. Nguyen Master of Business Admin Moore
Mbiminah Nkeih Master of Business Admin Douala, Cameroon
Jade Jaren Pankratz Master of Business Admin Burns Flat
Mitchell Clifford Pierson Master of Business Admin Edmond
Dilip Pokhrel Master of Business Admin Chitwan, Nepal
Dipesh Pokhrel Master of Business Admin Kathmandu, Nepal
Tara Dale Richardson Master of Business Admin Putnam
Antionette Danea Benson Master of Business Admin Tulsa
Tang Terence Ngwa Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Terence N. Tanjong Master of Business Admin Weatherford
Ganiyat Tomi Toye Master of Business Admin Nigeria
Hrvoje Volarevic Master of Business Admin Zagreb, Croatia
Jordan Rae Wofford Master of Business Admin Okarche
Ashley Nicole Cluck M Ed in Early Childhood Ed Elk City
Erin Nicole Humphreys Giles M Ed in Early Childhood Ed Arapaho
Christopher Kyle Anderson M Ed in Elementary Ed Elk City
Jennifer R. Lloogstra M Ed in Reading Specialist Mary Esther, FL
Elizabeth A. Schantz M Ed in Reading Specialist Hydro
Kimberly Kay Earnest Zerby M Ed in Reading Specialist Yukon
Aashish Gurting M Ed in Mathematics Education Pokhara, Nepal
Sherry C. Adrian M Ed in Educational Admin Edmond
Mellissa Lee Agee M Ed in Educational Admin Fort Gibson
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Jonathan Curtis Atchley M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
Laureen Erin Harrell Barnes M Ed in Educational Admin Mustang
Delina Kay Williams Bible M Ed in Educational Admin Checotah
Lakisha Lynette Blandon M Ed in Educational Admin Wagoner
Sheila Renee Evans Boaldin M Ed in Educational Admin Altus
Jason Chet Bohannon M Ed in Educational Admin Gould
Danny James Brown M Ed in Educational Admin Duncan
Peter Duane Brown M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
Lindsey Lee Bunch M Ed in Educational Admin Blanchard
Tracy R. Burnett M Ed in Educational Admin Glencoe
Chase J. Carder M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
Julie C. Christian M Ed in Educational Admin Claremore
Joseph Eugene Coplen M Ed in Educational Admin Stigler
Kristy Lynn Curtin M Ed in Educational Admin Guthrie
Gary Thomas Dees M Ed in Educational Admin Lawton
Michael A. DeForest M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
LaQueisha Nicole Dickerson M Ed in Educational Admin Houston, TX
Kiley Kay Donley M Ed in Educational Admin Edmond
Ronald David Driskill M Ed in Educational Admin Stillwater
Kerri Anne Duke M Ed in Educational Admin Tishomingo
Ryanne Danielle Williams Foret M Ed in Educational Admin Altus
Chad Ray Fox M Ed in Educational Admin Turpin
Clifford Lee Garrett M Ed in Educational Admin Fletcher
Jessica Lynn Gibler M Ed in Educational Admin Weatherford
Kasia R. Glancy M Ed in Educational Admin Edmond
Josh Grandstaff M Ed in Educational Admin Muskogee
Patricia Green M Ed in Educational Admin Checotah
Kari Greer M Ed in Educational Admin Muskogee
Chad Stephen Hendricks M Ed in Educational Admin Tahlequah
Crystal Brook Hendricks M Ed in Educational Admin Skiatook
Sean D. Herbig M Ed in Educational Admin Medford
James Allen Hicks, Jr. M Ed in Educational Admin Stillwater
Rebecca Ann Hicks M Ed in Educational Admin Stillwater
Damon Eugene Hitt M Ed in Educational Admin Elgin
John Anthony Howard M Ed in Educational Admin Pryor
Kathy J. Chase James M Ed in Educational Admin Altus
Chad Allen Kirkhart M Ed in Educational Admin Muskogee
Selena Marie Smith Kyzer M Ed in Educational Admin Yukon
Houston Vidale McCracken M Ed in Educational Admin Elgin
Kelli Lynne McDaniel M Ed in Educational Admin Vinita
Kristi Linn McMurtry M Ed in Educational Admin Moore
Rachel S. McNear M Ed in Educational Admin Moore
Jared Grant Meget M Ed in Educational Admin Burns Flat
Connie Genene Miller M Ed in Educational Admin Hinton
Stacey Karlotta Shelton Miller M Ed in Educational Admin El Reno
Jamie Morgan M Ed in Educational Admin Yukon
Charles Gavin Niemyer M Ed in Educational Admin Bethany
Denise Michelle Douglas Parker M Ed in Educational Admin Butler
Tim Price M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
Mechell Rene’ Dugan Prince M Ed in Educational Admin Blanchard
Deonne M. Quisenberry M Ed in Educational Admin Chickasha
Aimee Renee Rainwater M Ed in Educational Admin Thomas
Staci M. Smith Repp M Ed in Educational Admin Fort Cobb
Elizabeth Ann Johnson Ressel M Ed in Educational Admin Duncan
Julie Debra Monigold Roberds M Ed in Educational Admin Okmulgee
Nathan C. Roberts M Ed in Educational Admin Ardmore
Lisa Dawn Thomas Rogers M Ed in Educational Admin Muskogee
David Philip Rosenberg M Ed in Educational Admin Chickasha
Alisha Jean Creason Smith M Ed in Educational Admin Jay
Anthony D. Tomberlin M Ed in Educational Admin Waurika
Sarah Beth Totte M Ed in Educational Admin Lawton
Monica E. Walton M Ed in Educational Admin Blanchard
Ronda J. Weaver M Ed in Educational Admin Fort Cobb
Leslie Marie Weber M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
Carolyn Marie NcNair Wheeler M Ed in Educational Admin Broken Arrow
Daryl R. Williamson M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City
Reggy Kent Yount M Ed in Educational Admin Weatherford
Stephanie Carol Andraszek M Ed in School Counseling Yukon
Devon J. Cantrell M Ed in School Counseling Elk City
Kathryn Davis M Ed in School Counseling Piedmont
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Kristi Marie Dill M Ed in School Counseling Hollis
Laura Elliott Evans M Ed in School Counseling Norman
Rachel Ann Ezell M Ed in School Counseling Elgin
Tonya Lynn Blaylock Goldner M Ed in School Counseling Grove
Amanda Lane Hatch M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford
Jennifer Renee Lasseter M Ed in School Counseling Blanchard
Lindsey D. Mickley M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford
Jaime Partain M Ed in School Counseling Elk City
Lyndsey Leanne Robinson M Ed in School Counseling Hollis
Erin Schroeder Shaw M Ed in School Counseling Mclean, TX
Callista DeNee Shrum M Ed in School Counseling Mangum
Callista DeNee Shrum M Ed in School Counseling Mangum
Christan Ann Derryberry Smith M Ed in School Counseling Edmond
Debra Ann Steffler M Ed in School Counseling El Reno
Heather Michelle Williams M Ed in School Counseling Yukon
Kara Lanae Willis M Ed in School Counseling Moore
Janie Lyn Cocannouer M Ed in School Psychometry Weatherford
Lalicen Andrew Dallaly M Ed in School Psychometry Del City
Elanda LaRhae Stewart M Ed in School Psychometry Tuttle
Carla Dale Krueger M Ed in School Psychometry Oklahoma City
Jeri Ann Webb Pina M Ed in School Psychometry Lawton
Allison Elizabeth Ramsfield M Ed in School Psychometry Mustang
Rush Prigmore M Ed in Art Oklahoma City
Cristina M. Cesarini Stone M Ed in Art Thomas
Irene Paulina Lopez M Ed in Health Sci and Microbiology Beaver
Anjuli Shrestha M Ed in Health Sci and Microbiology Nepal
Kara K. Blodgett M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Sapulpa
Evan Ryan Boyd M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Cisco, TX
Todd Alan Earp M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Joshua Michael Fulgium M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Edmond
Sean Cameron Gordon M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Lake Forest, CA
Lane Jacob Gossen M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Corn
Bradley Laine Jennings M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Sarah Elizabeth Hurt Kerbo M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
James Adam Moudy M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Kaylee Moyer M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Simla, CO
Matt A. Murray M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Ft. Gibson
James O ’Brien M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Lake Arrowhead, CA
Jennifer Michelle Osborn M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Chickasha
Beau Jacob Ratke M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt McAlester
John Edward Saluke M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford
Adam C. Aguirre M Ed in Sports Management Enid
Cody Ray Ainsworth M Ed in Sports Management Cordell
Michael Anthony Collins M Ed in Sports Management Oklahoma City
Leah Michelle Cox M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford
Jonathan Douglas Darby M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford
Melissa Rene’ Giles M Ed in Sports Management Watonga
Elizabeth Joy Lay M Ed in Sports Management Oklahoma City
Lauren Meredith Moore M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford
Daniel Adam Munday M Ed in Sports Management Secret Harbour, W Australia
Anna Elizabeth Pruitt M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford
Justin Robert Shults M Ed in Sports Management Valencia
Charles Austin Smithey M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford
Chad Michael Thurman M Ed in Sports Management Pharr, TX
Aaron David Wallace M Ed in Sports Management Irving, TX
Jeffrey Allen Wolff M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford
Cindy Kay Zimmerman M Ed in Sports Management Mountain View
Gregory William Garrison MM in Instrumental Music Ed Weatherford
Enid Marie Hennen Van Treese MM in Instrumental Performance Weatherford
Amy Machel Beck M S in Community Counseling Weatherford
Robert Scott Bennett MS in Community Counseling Yukon
Elizabeth Ann Medlen Bilyeu MS in Community Counseling Weatherford
Kateri Dawn Fletcher MS in Community Counseling Clinton
Cody Wayne Groves MS in Community Counseling Yukon
Amy Jeanne Guderjohn MS in Community Counseling Yukon
Megan Marie Alspach Haley MS in Community Counseling Yukon
Latrice Walene Vogt Hunnicutt MS in Community Counseling Weatherford
Gina Renea Morris MS in Community Counseling Midwest City
Kayla Renee Rice MS in Community Counseling Watonga
Brittany Christian Spaulding Shumate MS in Community Counseling Yukon
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Jesse Glenn Stratton IV MS in Community Counseling Clinton
Steven Kyle Toelle MS in Community Counseling Canute
Angela R. VanOrsdol-Brown MS in Community Counseling Bristow
Robyn Michelle Williams MS in Community Counseling Chickasha
Joshua Lee Wise MS in Community Counseling Weatherford
Blaine Louis Bridges MS in Management Moore
Brenna Dee Davis MS in Management Minco
Jason Paul Dean MS in Management Woodward
Lindsey A. Grigg MS in Management Yukon
Wanda Yvonne Marshall Hargis MS in Management Weatherford
McKensey Lee McDaniel MS in Management Mangum
Amy Outhier MS in Management Weatherford
Luzella Michell Williams MS in Management Clinton
College of Pharmacy
Jenna Lee Abbott Doctor of Pharmacy Hydro
Clark Allen Arganbright Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Erica Virginia Aven Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond
Joe Bredy Beard Doctor of Pharmacy Devol
Nathan Kyle Beattie Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond
M. Brent Bishop Doctor of Pharmacy Mustang
Amy Lu Bower Doctor of Pharmacy Claremore
Bryan Andrew Bozell Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton
Sara Bethany Bradlau Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton
Scott Michael Branch Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon
Austin Louis Bumpas Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond
Jamie Anne Burks Doctor of Pharmacy Pawnee
Jared Alyn Bushman Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa
Craig Matthew Chapman Doctor of Pharmacy Mabank, TX
Kara Diane Connelly Doctor of Pharmacy Kansas City, MO
Corey Daniel Creider Doctor of Pharmacy Hydro
Mitra Daemi Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Bethany MacKenzie Dargel Doctor of Pharmacy Claremore
Michael William Dawson Doctor of Pharmacy Enid
Erica Kristin Debo Doctor of Pharmacy Hugo
Tyler C. Deckard Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon
Loza Dejene Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater
Debra Erin Michele DeWalt Doctor of Pharmacy Calera
Huy Tuan Do Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Silas Harold Dodgen Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Melody Denise Elder Doctor of Pharmacy Bethany
Farren Brooke Evens Doctor of Pharmacy Cordell
Jessica Marie Favalora Doctor of Pharmacy Altus
Ellen Frances Ferrell Doctor of Pharmacy McLoud
David William Freeman Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Garrick Alexander Friesen Doctor of Pharmacy Enid
Marie Elizabeth Gates Doctor of Pharmacy Choctaw
Daniel Fletcher Gay Doctor of Pharmacy Norman
Kenneth Allen Gorman Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa
Matthew Landon Griffith Doctor of Pharmacy Terlton
Kristen Ann Grosz Doctor of Pharmacy Enid
Brian Christopher Hander Doctor of Pharmacy Denison, TX
Tanya Dawn Harrelson Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Erik A. Hart Doctor of Pharmacy Jenks
Ashley Wide Hartsell Doctor of Pharmacy Springfield, MO
Lori L. Hatfield Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon
Chris Helmig Doctor of Pharmacy Luther
Craig Daniel Hobson Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow
Rachael Christine Hodson Doctor of Pharmacy Owasso
Jennifer Michelle Horton Doctor of Pharmacy Calera
Torin Ross Lentz Howard Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Armstrong Mutunde Isiaho Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond
Andrew P. Johnson Doctor of Pharmacy Rowlett, TX
Brendan Matthew Jones Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton
Shelby Cherie Josefy Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa
Terri Lynn Schimmel Kardokus Doctor of Pharmacy Lookeba
Avery Elizabeth Leigh Karnes Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Worth, TX
Eric Kaufman Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
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Neil Jason Kellogg Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Ryan Kendrick Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton
Amanda Morgan Key Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Zachary August Key Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Van Thanh Lam Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Lonnie W. Langley Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon
Tiffany Bich Thao Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Alexander Kaide Li Doctor of Pharmacy Bedford, TX
Jacqueline Levon Loyd Doctor of Pharmacy Claremore
Michael Trent Macon Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Alicia Marquis Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Taylor R. Martin Doctor of Pharmacy Bixby
Tisha Mathew Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Jarryd Blayne Mathews Doctor of Pharmacy Durant
Tyler Mattocks Doctor of Pharmacy Guymon
Alana Dawn Mesenbrink Doctor of Pharmacy Choctaw
Mervin Timon Mondal Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond
Felicia Nicole Neparko Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton
Duy Minh Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Kiet B. Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Norman
Lan Ngoc Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow
Jamie Lynn Owen Doctor of Pharmacy Henryetta
Tuan Quoc Phan Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
LeAndra Kay Podzemny Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Christopher Lee Poole Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City
Gabriel Elijah Pray Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Melissa Banuelos Pray Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Lauran Janelle Randall Doctor of Pharmacy Enid
Laura Ann Randolph Doctor of Pharmacy Sulphur
Mollie L. Reidland Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City
Ashton Barrett Rose Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Joshua Lennon Russell Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Thomas Garland Shehan IV Doctor of Pharmacy Jenks
Nikolas Allen Stajduhar Doctor of Pharmacy Colleyville, TX
Matthew David Stogsdill Doctor of Pharmacy Enid
Alison Lenora Stowers Doctor of Pharmacy Ada
Candace E. Sutton Doctor of Pharmacy Hinton
Kristen Renee (Griffith) Taylor Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Mekha Susan Thampi Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Ashley Thomas Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City
Rachel Elizabeth Thomas Doctor of Pharmacy Jones
John Alan Thompson Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa
Meath D. Tieben Doctor of Pharmacy Dodge City, KS
Gabriel Torres Doctor of Pharmacy Norman
Adam Andrew Tuttle Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow
Tiffany Nicole Tyler Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton
Shanna Rae Vaughan Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Emily Marie Walter Doctor of Pharmacy Albuquerque, NM
Krystal Rose Walton Doctor of Pharmacy Cordell
Steven Allan Wetzel Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, TX
Brett Joseph Whalen Doctor of Pharmaq' Minco
Patrick Logan Whitley Doctor of Pharmacy Cassville, MO
Jonathan Keith Willett Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater
Adrienne N. Williamson Doctor of Pharmacy Cherokee
Chelsea Erin Wood Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
Shelly Janine Meyer Worley Doctor of Pharmacy Texhoma
Sarah Ann Yates Yount Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford
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Distinguished Alumni
W illiam  (Bill) H ow ell o f  T opanga (CA) and  H erb ert M . Fix o f  D ay tona  Beach Shores (FL) are 
being in ducted  in to  Southw estern  O k lahom a State U niversity’s D istingu ished  A lu m n i H all o f  Fam e 
du rin g  this g raduation  cerem onies. How ell is a successful corporate  real estate professional an d  Fix 
enjoyed a d istingu ished  an d  decorated  career in  the U n ited  State M arine  C orps.
W illiam  (Bill) H ow ell is a 1975 graduate  o f  Southw estern  O k lah o m a State U niversity  w here he 
received a Bachelor o f  Science degree, m ajoring  in biology w ith  a m in o r in  chem istry. T he corporate  
professional/principal has extensive experience in  m anaging  real estate, investm en t an d  corporate  
real estate com panies.
How ell, a 1970 C arnegie H ig h  School graduate, is the  fo under an d  p a rtn e r o f  H A I Advisors th a t 
initially was based in N ew  York b u t is now  in Los Angeles. H A I Advisors is a real estate advisory 
firm  th a t specializes in  a range o f  services such as asset m anagem en t, acquisitions, receiverships, 
dispositions, co nstruction  and  developm ent, an d  u n d erw ritin g  for m ajo r com panies, nationally- 
know n developm ent an d  portfo lio  ow ners, na tiona l law firms as well as h igh  n e t w o rth  individuals.
H is com pany  provides real estate services for a variety  o f  assets includ ing  com m ercial, industria l, 
residential, resort an d  g o lf p roperties w ith  com b in ed  to ta l asset values in excess o f  several b illion 
dollars.
H ow ell has served w ith  a diverse g roup  o f  hospitality, m anagem ent, hotel, an d  investm en t g roups 
from  coast to  coast and  a ro u n d  the  w orld. H e  is a m em ber o f  m any  fou n d a tio n s an d  advisory 
boards, including: The Leukem ia an d  L ym phom a Society, The T iger W oods L earning C enters, an d  
the Seeing Eye D og  Foundation .
H ow ell an d  his wife, D eborah , reside in T opanga (CA). T hey have one son, Blake. H ow ell enjoys 
farm  w ork  at the fam ily p ro p erty  in  so u thern  C alifo rn ia  as well as fishing, h ik ing  an d  traveling w ith  
his family.
C o lonel (Ret.) H e rb ert M . Fix enjoyed a long  an d  successful career in  the  U n ited  States M arine  
C orps. Fix was aw arded the H a rm o n  In terna tional A viator T rophy  o f  the  Year for 1975 by President 
G erald  Ford. The award has been given on ly  to  a select g roup  o f  people w ith  such people as C harles 
L indbergh, Sen. Barry G oldw ater, T hom as P. Stafford and  o th er astronauts w in n in g  the  award.
Fix was bo rn  and  raised on  a farm  near E lk C ity, g raduating  from  M erritt H ig h  School in  1952. 
H e th en  a ttended  SW O S U , graduating  in 1956 w ith  a degree in education  w ith  m ajors in  biology 
and  physical education  and  a m in o r in  business.
U pon  g raduation , he jo ined  the U S M C  to becom e a M arine  C o rp s aviator. U p o n  co m ple tion  o f  
flight school, his d u ty  stations included  stops a ro u n d  the  w orld. H e  retired  as a U S M C  C olonel in 
1982.
D u rin g  his com m ission , he flew num erous aircraft an d  after tran s itio n in g  in to  ro tary  w ing 
aircraft, flew several different types o f  helicopters. H is flying experience in cluded  flying o n  and  
off aircraft carriers USS H ancock , USS T iconderoga, USS E nterprise and  USS M idway. H e was 
co m m and ing  officer o f  three squadrons— one M arine  A ir C o n tro l squadron  an d  tw o C H -5 3  
helicopter squadrons.
H is personal decorations include: M erito rious Service M edal, Bronze Star an d  num ero u s A ir 
M edals awards. O n e  o f  his biggest h ighlights occurred w hen  he was co m m an d in g  officer in  K aneohe, 
H aw aii, and his u n it was deployed on short notice to assist in  the  H u m an ita rian  H elicop ter 
evacuation o f  P hom n P henn , C am bod ia  an d  Saigon, Sou th  V ietnam . For his p a rtic ip a tio n , Fix 
was aw arded the H arm o n  In terna tional Aviator T rophy  o f  the  Year. The tro p h y  is m ain ta ined  in  the 
Sm ithsonian  A ir and  Space M useum  in W ashington, D .C .
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